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SELECTING AGRICULTURAL SOFTWARE
Selecting the proper application software is an
important step toward using a microcomputer to
solve problems or perform other useful tasks. Ap-
plication software is a program or set of programs
that tells the microcomputer how to perform a
specific task — farm accounting, for example. Soft-
ware for agricultural applications has been evolving
rapidly during the past few years, and choosing the
best software for your application can be confusing.
This circular is a general guide for current or
potential microcomputer users who are thinking
about buying agricultural software. Many different
software packages are now available, and new ones
are being added all the time. It is therefore imprac-
tical to give detailed information on particular soft-
ware offerings. Instead, this publication presents
guidelines that will help you evaluate the software
available and select those programs or packages that
are best suited to your application.
Although potential buyers of microcomputer sys-
tems are often tempted to buy the hardware first
and look for useful software later, that approach can
lead to serious disappointments. The wise selection
of a microcomputer system for a farm business
operation involves three important steps:
1. Deciding what information can be of value to
you in managing your farm;
2. Identifying the software available for your ap-
plication and determining whether it can ac-
cept, organize, and present the information
you need;
3. Selecting a hardware system that is compatible
with the software you expect to use, is com-
patible with other standard software that you
might want to buy in the future, and can be
expanded or upgraded when desired.
Through this process you will be able to determine
what management information you need and how
well a microcomputer can help in presenting that
information in a useful form. You will then need to
obtain cost information for the software, hardware,
and any other necessary parts of a complete micro-
computer system. Finally, you will have to weigh the
cost of the system against the potential benefits of
using a microcomputer in your farm operation.
This circular will help guide you through the initial
stages of the process: determining your information
needs and evaluating the ability of available agri-
culture software to meet those needs.
To take advantage of microcomputer technology
in your farm business, you will need to learn a few
terms that are probably unfamiliar to you. Although
you do not need to know all of the technological
jargon of the computer experts — "computerese,"
as it is commonly called — a basic understanding of
the terminology will help you talk much more
effectively with microcomputer hardware and soft-
ware dealers and with other users. The glossary at
the end of this circular defines most of the computer
software terms we will use here and other words
frequently used in the microcomputer business.
IDENTIFYING YOUR INFORMATION NEEDS
Information is one of the most important resources
in today's business world. Access to current and
accurate information in an easily usable form is vital
in making sound management decisions. And timely
access to information is just as important to the
success of a farm business as it is to an urban
corporation.
Farming is subject to a wide variety of changing
circumstances. Some of these changes occur an-
nually, others from day to day, and still others at
unpredictable times. Even a farmer's goals are likely
to change as the farm advances through the business
life cycle. Access to current information and the
ability to analyze that information rapidly can help
the manager adjust farm business operations to
accommodate many of these changes. Having the
necessary information at hand can help in deter-
mining what aspects of the operation should be
changed and to what extent. The microcomputer
can be used to record, select, and organize the
information needed in making difficult business de-
cisions. It can also very rapidly evaluate the effects
that a specific decision is likely to have on the farm
business.
Of course, the concept of collecting and orga-
nizing the information needed for making business
decisions is not new. Successful farm management
has always depended on good record keeping. When
done properly, gathering, recording, classifying, and
summarizing information for farm business records
requires a considerable amount of time and effort.
A microcomputer can reduce the time required for
many of these tasks, especially analyzing the data.
But whether or not a microcomputer is used, the
information provides a vitally important basis for
planning and for identifying and solving many types
of problems.
It must be understood, however, that the micro-
computer will not relieve farm managers of the
responsibility for making management decisions. In
other words, the buck does not stop at the micro-
computer. It is no more than a valuable tool that
enhances the manager's ability to use information
in the process of making decisions. Consider it a
management partner.
Before you can apply a microcomputer effectively
as a farm management tool, you must carefully
consider what tasks you want it to perform and what
information it will need to accomplish those tasks.
Data on both the physical and the financial aspects
of your farm are needed in the decision-making
process. The information-collecting process should
focus on identifying the specific types of information
required in making management decisions and de-
termining the relative importance of each item of
information.
For example, it is of little help to say, "I want a
microcomputer to keep my swine records." This is
not an adequate description of the information you
will want the microcomputer to handle or the re-
ports you will want it to produce.
Instead, you should ask yourself questions such as
these: "If I wish to maintain my swine production
records on the microcomputer, what specific items
of information should be included? Which ones are
most important or useful? How many data items will
there be?"
Here are some things to consider when you try
to identify and evaluate the information needed to
produce the reports you want:
1. The importance of the information in helping
you make management decisions;
2. How often the information will be needed;
3. The relative importance of each piece of in-
formation;
4. The maximum number of data entries for each
category of information;
5. Whether the information is currently being
recorded;
6. The ease of acquiring the input data needed;
7. How often each type of report will be prepared;
8. How satisfactory the current method of pro-
viding information is;
9. Whether acquiring the information will have a
major effect on production profits.
Identifying your information needs and ranking
their importance is a very important preliminary
step in selecting a microcomputer and software for
your farm business. Until you know what information
you want your system to process and what results
you expect, you will be unable to compare systems
effectively.
TYPES OF MICROCOMPUTER SOFTWARE
Although microcomputer hardware may seem
more intriguing than software, no microcomputer
system will function without software. The software
consists primarily of one or more computer pro-
grams and accompanying manuals that describe the
programs and explain how to use them.
Software is written in a programming language
that can be understood by humans. It is then trans-
lated into instructions that the computer can pro-
cess. A number of high-level languages have been
developed for programming. In the following sec-
tions we will first examine the most popular lan-
guages used for software development. Then we
will discuss the two general types of software needed
to make a microcomputer system perform useful
tasks: (7) operating-system software and (2) applica-
tion software.
Computer Languages
The only language that the computer understands
is called machine language. It consists of instructions
written in the zeroes and ones of binary arithmetic.
Machine language is quite difficult to understand
and use. Fortunately, languages that are more readily
understood by humans have been developed. These
high-level programming languages are very useful in
developing computer programs. Once a program
has been written in one of these languages, it is
translated into machine language by either an in-
terpreter or a compiler. A compiler is a type of
software that converts all of the instructions in the
entire application program (the source code) into
machine language before the program is executed.
In contrast, an interpreter converts each line of the
source program into machine language and then
executes that line before proceeding to the next
one.
The advantage of the interpreter is its interactive
nature. If a line contains an error, the operator is
notified immediately. However, interpreters are in-
efficient in comparison with compilers. In other
words, programs that use a compiler usually run
much faster than those that use an interpreter.
Application software programs are usually written
in a high-level computer language. The most popular
languages are BASIC, COBOL, FORTRAN, and Pascal.
BASIC is the most popular programming language
for microcomputers because it is relatively easy to
learn and use. Most people can begin writing simple
BASIC programs without investing a large amount
of time.
FORTRAN and COBOL have been in use for a
long time. Both were developed before the evo-
lution of microcomputers. FORTRAN is widely used
for engineering and scientific applications; COBOL
was developed specifically for business program-
ming. Both languages can be used on microcom-
puters, but they are more difficult to learn and use
than BASIC.
Pascal was developed in the early 1970s for use
in educational institutions to teach structured pro-
gramming techniques. It permits the development
of more complex programs and is oriented toward
experienced programmers.
A BASIC interpreter is included in the price of
most microcomputers. Interpreters or compilers for
the other popular high-level languages can be pur-
chased for most brands of microcomputers.
Operating-System Software
Operating system software — usually consisting of a
group of related programs — is needed to direct
the internal functions of the computer. The oper-
ating system controls the interaction between your
application program and the microcomputer's hard-
ware. Almost incessantly during its operation, the
application program requests that instructions, data,
or both be taken from or sent to a specific hardware
unit (the keyboard, printer, disk drive, or display
screen). The operating system translates those re-
quests into the specific codes required by the hard-
ware components.
A disk operating system (DOS) is a special form
of operating system software for computer systems
that incorporate one or more disk drives. The DOS
performs very important functions. In addition to
ensuring that data are transferred correctly between
the microprocessor and the disk drive, the disk
operating system catalogs the various data files stored
on the disk in an efficient manner and produces a
directory of those files. From the user's standpoint,
the DOS greatly simplifies storing data on the disk
and retrieving it. It also provides application pro-
grams with convenient methods and commands for
transferring data to and from the disks.
An unfortunate characteristic of microcomputers
is that very few of the many available brands use
the same DOS software. As a result, application
software cannot be readily interchanged between
microcomputers. Software written for use with one
disk operating system will not usually work with a
different operating system unless it is first modified.
Recently, however, there has been considerable
interest in developing a standard disk operating
system for microcomputers, and some progress
has been made. Control Program/Microprocessor
(CP/M-80) is the most widely used disk operating
system for 8-bit microcomputers and is available for
a number of brands. Application software that has
been developed, edited, debugged, assembled, and
executed on one microcomputer using CP/M will
most likely operate on other microcomputers that
use the same version of CP/M. Note, however, that
there are several versions of CP/M DOS software.
An application program may need modification if it
is to operate with a different version of CP/M.
Almost all 16-bit microcomputers now being mar-
keted use either MS/DOS or CP/M-86 operating
system software. Because of this trend toward greater
uniformity, it is becoming easier to transfer appli-
cation software between different brands of micro-
computers. Other problems, however, such as dif-
ferences in disk formats, programming languages,
and microprocessors (CPUs), may still restrict the
transfer of software between systems.
Until recently, disk operating software for micro-
computers was usually sold as part of a package with
the hardware. The DOS software for some of the
newer 16-bit microcomputers, however, is being
offered and priced separately.
Application Software
The key to solving any problem or performing any
task using a microcomputer system is a good appli-
cation software program. Application programs are
designed to perform specific functions for practical
applications such as farm accounting. An application
program consists of coded instructions that direct
the microcomputer to accept data or commands
from the user, process the data as the user desires,
and then produce output in a readily usable form.
Examples of agricultural applications range from
performing simple computations — such as com-
puting animal weight ratios, spray nozzle flow rates,
or seeding rates — to more complex functions such
as calculating least-cost rations, preparing financial
statements, and projecting cash flows.
Groups of interrelated application programs are
usually called software packages. For example, a fi-
nancial software package may consist of separate
application programs for entering transactions, writ-
ing checks, doing trial balances, and printing finan-
cial statements and other reports. Likewise, livestock
or crop management packages usually contain sev-
eral application programs for processing the various
kinds of physical and financial information pertaining
to these enterprises.
You can obtain application software packages in
one of three ways:
1. You may purchase packaged software offered
by a commercial software supplier (vendor or
dealer) who specializes in developing and writ-
ing software programs. This type is commonly
called "off-the-shelf" software. The programs
available have been designed to fit a broad
range of user's needs. To be useful in your
operation, the packaged software must fit your
situation reasonably well and perform to your
expectations.
2. You may purchase modified, packaged software.
This type of software package consists of off-
the-shelf software that has been modified
somewhat to meet the unique needs of farm
businesses. The minor modifications, which are
usually relatively easy to make, add moderately
to the cost.
3. You may contract for or purchase custom-de-
signed software that has been specially designed
for or adapted to your specific farm business
application. Acquiring programs by this method
is usually quite expensive because the devel-
opment costs are not spread among many users.
A microcomputer owner may of course develop his
or her own software given sufficient time, knowl-
edge, desire, and patience. This method is not cost
effective for most farm managers because of the
amount of time and effort required to design, de-
velop, test, and implement effective application pro-
grams.
There is no "best" method for acquiring appli-
cation software. Purchasing commercial packaged
software, however, is probably the most practical
for farmers who have important agricultural appli-
cations for their microcomputer systems.
Software for Farm Management Applications
A principal reason for the microcomputer's current
popularity is that it provides versatile information-
processing capabilities at an affordable cost. The
farmer's usual objective in using a microcomputer
is to create a system for managing information that
can help analyze the probable consequences of
different courses of action. Thus the microcomputer
system becomes a tool for making effective deci-
sions.
A microcomputer system with the proper software
can perform many managerial tasks, including ac-
counting, budgeting, managing livestock and crop
enterprises, preparing written materials (word pro-
cessing), and communicating with other computers
and information networks. The microcomputer can
relieve its user of much of the drudgery of storing
and sorting information. It can perform numerous
and complex calculations must faster than a human
can.
The following sections briefly describe the various
categories of software packages that are most useful
in the management of a farm business.
Electronic spreadsheets. An electronic spread-
sheet package (such as Visicalc) provides a conve-
nient way to lay out and visualize certain types of
agricultural information and to use the information
in solving problems. A spreadsheet program could
be used to prepare a cash flow sheet, a livestock or
crop budget, a grain storage cost analysis, or an
analysis of the effects of participating in a govern-
ment farm program. With a spreadsheet program,
it is possible to quickly see the effects of changing
any item in a large amount of interrelated data. This
ability to quickly obtain answers to questions of the
"What if...?" type — that is, to find out what the
results will be if one of the inputs is changed — is
important in handling information about the mar-
keting and production of crops and livestock be-
cause so many of the factors are interdependent.
Data base management. This type of software is
designed to simplify the storage and retrieval of
large quantities of data or records. The programs
are not limited to a specific type of data. Data base
managers provide a quick and efficient way to enter
data, sort and retrieve it, and produce printed copies
if desired. For example, a livestock data base might
include the health and breeding information for
each animal in the herd.
Word processing. Programs for word processing
allow the user to type words (text) into the computer.
The software makes it simple to revise and format
the text before it is printed on paper. The material
can also be stored on disk for future use. Using a
word processing program, items such as letters,
manuscripts, and mailing lists can be produced
quickly and accurately.
Communications. A communication software
package and a hardware device called a modem
allow the microcomputer to transfer messages and
to retrieve programs or stored information from
other computers over telephone lines. Accessing
commercial information networks (data base sys-
tems) is becoming a leading application of farm
microcomputers. These networks offer the farmer
access to a wide range of current information such
as stock exchange and commodity prices and up-
to-the-minute news stories.
Agricultural software. A large number of software
packages designed for specific farm applications are
now available. They range from simple computa-
tional programs (to calculate, for example, spray
nozzle flow rates or seeding rates) to more complex
ones, such as least-cost ration formulation, cash flow
projection, and financial record keeping. Livestock
management packages are being used to assist with
formulating rations, recording and analyzing breed-
ing and production data, performing enterprise anal-
yses, planning marketing strategies, and calculating
breakeven production values.
Crop management software is available to help
maintain crop and field records, calculate fertilizer
application rates, analyze marketing plans, develop
enterprise analyses, and compute breakeven values.
When introducing a microcomputer into your
farm business, you should computerize the key
functions or most important managerial tasks (such
as accounting) first. In this way you will more rapidly
improve your management of the information that
can benefit you most in making business decisions.
It is also wise to computerize only one area of
management information at a time, adding more
application software to perform additional comput-
ing tasks as you gain experience with your micro-
computer system.
IDENTIFYING AND EVALUATING
APPLICATION SOFTWARE
Choosing the proper software is a vitally important
step toward applying a microcomputer successfully
in your farm business. Because of the large number
of software packages available and because of the
incompatibility among microcomputer program-
ming languages, operating systems, and hardware,
finding the right software for your needs is not a
simple task.
After you have determined what types of infor-
mation you need to successfully manage your farm,
you are ready to start your search for the application
software that can help you collect and organize that
information. A good way to start is to make a list of
the application software available from suppliers in
your local area. Look for a knowledgeable and rep-
utable local supplier to help ensure that you will
receive adequate support. Of course, if good, ap-
propriate application software and dependable sup-
plier support are not available in your area, you will
need to extend your search to more distant sup-
pliers.
For information on available agricultural software
and names and addresses of Illinois suppliers, ask
your county Cooperative Extension Service Adviser
for a copy of the Illinois Agricultural Software
SourceGuide.
If possible, select three or four application soft-
ware packages that all perform equivalent tasks. You
can then compare how well the packages perform;
that is, how well they do at providing the information
you need. For example, a pork producer might select
three swine management packages and see how well
they process the information needed in managing
a swine operation.
If you already own a microcomputer, you will of
course want to ensure that the software being con-
sidered will operate properly on your system. Be
sure that each software package is compatible with
your hardware and operating system and that it is
written in a programming language that is available
on your computer.
After you have identified several application soft-
ware packages, evaluate each one's features. The
evaluation process is necessarily somewhat subjec-
tive, but try to evaluate the software "from the
inside out" and not the other way around. In other
words, do not base your judgment only on the
brand name, the outside packaging, and the sup-
plier's claims. Test the programs by operating them
yourself; do not rely solely on demonstrations con-
ducted by the software supplier. As you test each
package, ask yourself "Does this package meet the
general requirements for good software?" and "Does
it provide the specific information required for my
farm business?"
Your evaluation of each package should cover
these elements:
1. The quality of the accompanying documenta-
tion (the user's guide and reference manuals);
2. The supplier's (vendor's or dealer's) ability and
willingness to provide support and service;
3. The quality of the application program itself.
The following sections explain how to evaluate these
elements of the software packages you have iden-
tified. At the end of this circular are two forms that
will be helpful in recording and summarizing the
information you gather during your evaluations.
The "Software Evaluation Aid" is designed to
guide you through the evaluation process to be
described here. The form incorporates a scoring
system that produces an average software rating, a
number that indicates the general quality of the
software package being examined. This rating can
be used to compare different software packages.
The "Software Supplier Questionnaire" is a con-
venient checklist to help you evaluate the software
supplier's support services. When completed, the
form will give you a good idea of how well the
supplier will support the software offered.
Single copies of the forms are provided in this
circular. It is suggested that you make a machine or
hand copy of the forms for every software package
you evaluate and for each supplier.
Evaluating the Documentation
Clear, complete, and easy-to-use documentation is
a very important part of a software package. Good
documentation is often a sign of a good program.
The documentation may consist of printed ma-
terials such as manuals and reference cards or it may
be provided in electronic form, such as "help"
screens, prompts, and other messages that appear
on the computer's screen. Often it includes both.
Printed documentation falls into three basic cate-
gories: systems manuals, user's manuals, and oper-
ator's manuals. The user's manual is the most im-
portant one to examine when you are evaluating
application software. The discussion in this section
applies only to user's manuals for application soft-
ware.
A good user's manual is usually divided into two
main sections, one that teaches the user how to
operate the program and another that contains
detailed information about program commands and
operations. The teaching or tutorial section should
comprise the largest part of the manual. The ref-
erence information is usually presented in a separate
part of the manual.
How can you spot good documentation? First, leaf
through the manual to get a general impression of
its contents and quality. Ask yourself these questions:
1. How much computer knowledge will I need
to understand the manual? Is it written at a
level that is easy to understand?
2. Are the instructions sufficiently detailed that a
beginner could perform each step and operate
the system?
3. Is the manual clearly organized and easy to
follow?
4. Does it include helpful examples and illustra-
tions?
5. Does the information in the manual pertain to
the application?
Good manuals typically contain the following six
elements:
An overview. This section describes the program
in general terms. It usually describes the software's
capabilities, its maximum capacity, the language used,
the microcomputers on which it can be used, and
other aspects of the program. It does not tell how
to operate the program.
A tutorial section. This portion of the manual
should provide step-by-step instructions and ex-
amples that show the user how to start the program
and use all of the available commands. It should be
written so that a beginner can understand and follow
the directions. Descriptions should be clear and
concise. The manual should include a generous
number of illustrations, progressing from simple to
more complex ones. Several examples of applica-
tions should be given with illustrations of typical
screen displays and printed outputs. Good manuals
usually include practical exercises and trial data that
can be used to gain practice in operating the soft-
ware.
A summary of commands. A reference section
should describe all available commands and the
options available with each command. It should give
examples of how the commands are used. A re-
movable reference card summarizing the commands
is often provided.
A troubleshooting section. Information should be
provided in this section to help the user diagnose
and solve problems encountered when operating
the software. It should also contain a detailed list of
error messages and describe the steps to take when
you encounter one. The troubleshooting section,
which is commonly contained in an appendix, is the
second most important part of the manual.
A technical section. This part of the manual
should describe the program logic, file layouts, and
formulas used for special calculations. It should
include a system flowchart. This information allows
advanced users or programmers to modify or add
to the package. (Remember, however, that if the
software is modified, it most likely will no longer
be supported by the supplier.) Technical information
also makes it easier to link the program with other
programs, which is sometimes done to allow the
programs to share common data. Because few sup-
pliers permit modification of their software pack-
ages, many manuals do not include a technical
section.
A table of contents and an index. These parts of
the manual are important aids in locating the infor-
mation you need; they should be detailed and
complete.
Evaluating Supplier Support
You will almost certainly need advice and assistance
in installing new software on your system and using
it effectively. As part of your evaluation of each
software package you should therefore assess the
supplier's (vendor's or dealer's) ability and willing-
ness to assist with the installation, provide on-farm
training, furnish updates, and provide service in case
you encounter difficulties.
In the course of your evaluation, inquire about
these six items, all of which are important parts of
a strong software support program:
Telephone hotline. The software supplier should
furnish a telephone number that you can call to
obtain expert assistance. This type of after-sale sup-
port is the very least that one should expect. Many
suppliers provide a toll-free number.
Warranty. Conventional software warranties range
in duration from to 90 days. At a minimum, the
supplier should guarantee to replace defective disks,
fix any "bugs" (program errors) that are discovered
within a certain time period, and state in writing
the exact hardware configurations or systems with
which the software will operate. If the software fails
to work with a system as advertised, the supplier
should be obligated to make the necessary modifi-
cations or refund the buyer's money. Remember, if
your rights as purchaser are not specified in writing,
your recourse if you encounter difficulty is severely
limited.
Low-cost backup copy. You should have at least
two backup copies of each program in case the
original program disk becomes defective. Some pro-
grams allow you to make an unlimited number of
copies, giving you optimum protection against loss
of the software if the original disk fails. Some pro-
grams, however, are internally protected against
copying. In such cases, the program should be
supplied with at least one backup copy, and it should
be possible to order additional copies at low cost.
Low-cost updates. Reputable suppliers will con-
tinue to improve their software products after they
are initially marketed. The supplier should offer a
trade-in allowance to owners of earlier versions or
provide them the opportunity to purchase updates
at less than the full retail price within a reasonable
period of time (typically one year) after their initial
purchase.
Training. Many suppliers of agricultural software
will send a representative to your farm to train you
in the operation of the software. If this service is
not offered, training should be available at some
other location. Typical training sessions range from
a half day to a full day. The cost of the initial training
session is often — but not always — included in the
price of the software.
Local supplier service. Good agricultural software
vendors require their local dealers to attend training
classes so that a knowledgeable person will be avail-
able in the local area to answer the majority of
questions a user might have.
Newsletters and seminars. Many suppliers pro-
vide free or low-cost newsletters containing infor-
mation on matters such as software updates, program
bugs, operating problems, and prices. In addition,
some suppliers hold user seminars to provide more
detailed information on the operation and use of
the software. Program enhancements, planned up-
dates, and new software being developed are also
commonly discussed. Newsletters and seminars help
to increase the useful lifespan of a software package.
Evaluating the Program
If you have found that the software packages you
are evaluating include good documentation and are
well supported by the supplier, you should then test
the programs themselves. Listed here are eight fea-
tures that are important indicators of good software.
8Use of menus and prompts. A menu-driven pro-
gram displays a list of options available to the user
to control the operation of the program. The op-
erator simply selects the desired option, making it
unnecessary to memorize a series of command codes.
Most farm application programs use menus to make
program operation easier. Menu-driven programs
can slow down experienced users, though, so look
for a feature that allows the advanced operator to
bypass some of the menus or processes.
Error handling. Evaluate how well the program
handles errors that you or the microcomputer make.
Test it by doing everything wrong; enter letters
when it asks for numbers, insert the wrong diskette,
and so on. The results will indicate whether the
program contains good error-trapping routines.
Competently written programs will stop and warn
the operator when an obvious mistake has been
made.
Program accuracy. Make certain that the program
does not commit any obvious computational errors
and that it does not include any conceptual or
design flaws. Your test will of course have to be
limited to detecting obvious program "bugs." If any
minor errors are present, you will not likely discover
them until you have used the program for a while.
Operating speed. If possible, test the program's
operating speed. The information you obtain can
be quite useful if the program will be used to process
large amounts of data. For example, two programs
may process a months' accounting information in
about the same amount of time. When used to
process data for an entire year, however, their speeds
may be noticeably different. You will have to decide
whether this test is worth the effort and how im-
portant the results will be in your operation. It is
worth noting that a program which has been com-
piled (not supplied to you in the source language)
will almost always operate faster than one that is
written in a language such as BASIC, which is pro-
cessed by an interpreter when it is executed.
Printout options. The most flexible programs al-
low the use of input data in many different ways. A
good program will provide certain standard reports
but also allow the user the option of creating special
or tailor-made reports. For certain types of appli-
cations, it is helpful if the program allows the user
to print data collection worksheets (for livestock
and financial data, for example). These worksheet
forms can be used to help in gathering and orga-
nizing the data that will be used as an input to the
program.
Ease of use. The program should be able to lead
the user through the functions with a minimum of
difficulty and confusion. It should also be relatively
easy to install, start, and operate. It should make
clear what information the operator must provide
and how to enter it.
Ease of modification. Determine whether the
program can be modified or customized to meet
the individual user's needs. The degree of modifi-
cation may range from extensive — altering the
source code — to minor — defining program cate-
gories and report formats. Look for programs with
options designed to increase their flexibility and
make them expandable to accommodate future
needs.
Agricultural standardization. Consider how ap-
propriate the program is for the agricultural tasks
you want it to accomplish. Try to find out whether
the program was developed specifically for the ap-
plication or consists of standard commercial software
that has simply been modified or adapted for use
in agriculture. Also, check whether the program
adheres to accepted agricultural standards in such
matters as report formats and the formulas used for
calculations.
After you have completed your basic examination
of the software's documentation, the available sup-
plier support, and the general quality of the program
itself, you will be ready to examine the software's
specific features in greater detail. This is the time
to determine how successful each one would be in
providing the management information you need.
As a final step in your evaluation, obtain from the
software supplier the names of five people in your
area who are currently using the software packages
you are considering. Contact these users and ask
their opinions about the software. The information
you obtain from them may save you considerable
time and money.
GLOSSARY
ALGORITHM: A step-by-step process for solving a prob-
lem in a finite number of steps. Usually developed in
an outline or as a flowchart before the procedure is
translated (coded) into a computer program.
APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE: Computer programs that
perform a specific user-oriented task such as ration
balancing or payroll. Applications software can be pur-
chased as a package or custom designed by a program-
mer.
ASCII: The American Standard Code for Information
Interchange, a commonly used standard code for rep-
resenting numbers and characters inside a computer.
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE: A programming language in which
the programmer can use mnemonic instruction codes,
labels, and names to refer directly to their binary equiv-
alents. The assembler is a low-level language since each
assembly language instruction translates directly into a
specific machine language instruction.
BACKUP: (1) Copying of one or more files onto a storage
medium so that it will be available should the original
be damaged or lost. (2) Redundant equipment or pro-
cedures used in the event of failure of a component or
storage medium.
BASIC: Beginner's All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code,
a relatively easy-to-use programming language that comes
with many small computer systems.
BINARY: The basis for calculations in all computers, this
two-digit number system consists of the digits and 1,
which are represented in the computer as the presence
or absence of small electrical pulses.
BIT: A contraction of the term binary digit. The smallest
unit of information that the computer recognizes. A bit
is equivalent to the presence or absence of an electrical
pulse (a 1 or a 0). Bits are usually grouped in nibbles (4),
6ytes (8), or larger units.
BOOTSTRAP: A small program, usually stored in read-
only memory (ROM), that loads the operating system
and starts it running when a microcomputer is turned
on.
BUG: A mistake in a program or in an electrical circuit.
Eliminating the mistakes is known as debugging.
BYTE: A group of bits (usually 8). A byte can be used to
represent one character (number or letter) of infor-
mation, all or part of binary numbers, and machine-
language instructions.
CHARACTER: Any letter, number, symbol, or punctuation
mark.
CODING: The writing of programs in a programming
language.
COMMAND: An order to the computer in the form of
words and numbers typed on a keyboard, words spoken
into a microphone, positions of a game paddle or
joystick, etc.
COMPATIBILITY: (1) The ability of an instruction, program,
or component to be used on more than one computer.
(2) The ability of computers to work with other com-
puters that are not necessarily similar in design or
capabilities.
COMPILER: A translation program that converts high-
level instructions into a set of binary instructions (object
code) for execution. Each high-level language requires
a compiler or an interpreter. A compiler translates the
complete program, which is then executed. Every change
in the program requires a complete recompilation.
CP/M: Control Program/Microprocessor, a microcom-
puter operating system developed by Digital Research
Corp. and used on many 8-bit microcomputers.
CRASH: A situation in which the computer becomes
misdirected or blocked because of a hardware or soft-
ware malfunction. A head crash in a disk system refers
to the accidental impact of the read-write head on the
disk surface.
CURSOR: An electronically generated symbol that ap-
pears on the display screen to tell the operator where
the next character will appear.
CUSTOM SOFTWARE: Tailor-made computer programs
prepared for a specific purpose. Contrasted with pack-
aged software, in which the programs are written in
advance, usually for general purposes.
DATA: Facts, numbers, letters, and symbols that become
usable information when processed.
DATA BASE: A collection of interrelated data organized
for ease of updating and retrieval. For example, a live-
stock data base might include the health and breeding
information for each animal in a herd.
DBMS: Data Base Management System, software that
controls storage and retrieval of information in a data
base.
DEBUG: To find and eliminate mistakes or problems with
software or hardware.
DISK: A circular plate with magnetic material on both
sides. This plate rotates for the storage and retrieval of
data by one or more "heads" that transfer the infor-
mation to and from the computer. The computer-
readable information may be placed on a "floppy" or
rigid (hard) disk, which may record information on one
or both sides. Small disks are also known as diskettes.
DOS: Disk Operating System, the program responsible
for the "housekeeping" and communications between
the disk storage device and the computer. The disk
operating system is also usually responsible for com-
munications between the computer and other periph-
eral units.
EDITOR: A program that manipulates text information
and allows the user to make corrections, additions,
deletions, and other changes.
ELECTRONIC SPREADSHEET: An applications program
that produces on the display screen a series of rows
and columns similar to those of a ledger sheet. To enter
information (which may be alphabetic, numeric, or
symbolic), the user moves the cursor to the desired cell
location (the intersection of a specific row and column)
This glossary is adapted from "An NCCI Computer Glossary" (North Central Computer Institute, Madison, Wisconsin).
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and types the information. When information in a par-
ticular cell is changed, the program automatically re-
computes all other related values in the spreadsheet.
Spreadsheet programs are typically used for cash flow
projections and for livestock and crop budgets.
EXTERNAL STORAGE: Devices used to store programs
and information that would otherwise be lost if the
computer were turned off; for example, tapes and disks.
Also known as mass storage and permanent storage.
FILE: A logical collection of information, designated by
name and considered as a unit by a user. A file is divided
into smaller units called records, and the records are
divided into fields. Files are stored on an external storage
medium.
FILE MAINTENANCE: Updating the file to reflect changes
in information. Data might be added, altered, or deleted.
File maintenance may also refer to such activities as
reorganizing files and deleting records.
FIRMWARE: Software instructions or data that are stored
in a fixed or "firm" way, built into the computer as in
a read-only memory (ROM).
FLOWCHART: A graphical representation of a procedure
or computer program.
HARD COPY: Information generated by a computer that
is printed, usually on paper.
HARDWARE: The electronic circuits, memory, and input-
output components of a computer system; the "tangible
objects" that make up a system.
HIGH-LEVEL LANGUAGE: A programming language in
which the statements represent procedures rather than
single machine instructions. FORTRAN, COBOL, and
BASIC are three common high-level languages. Use of
a high-level language requires a compiler or interpreter.
INITIALIZATION: (7) The process of preparing external
storage media such as diskettes for access by the com-
puter. Initialization formats the diskette into an accept-
able form for reading and writing. (2) Setting program
variables to starting values early in program execution.
INPUT: (7) The data that are entered into programs. (2)
The act of entering data into a computer. (3) Data used
by programs and subroutines to produce output.
INTERACTIVE: Commonly used to describe a software
program that provides an opportunity for exchange
between the operator and the machine. The program
may ask a question to elicit a response from the operator
or present a series of choices from which the operator
can select. Also referred to as conversational mode.
K: Computer shorthand for the quantity 1,024. The term
is an abbreviation of the unit for one thousand (kilo)
and is usually used to measure computer storage ca-
pacity and transfer rates in units such as kilobytes.
LOAD: To retrieve programs or data from storage and
enter them into the computer for processing.
LOW-LEVEL LANGUAGE: A language that is easily under-
stood by the computer. In a low-level language, pro-
grams are harder to write but faster to execute. They
also take up less space in storage than a program written
in a high-level language. Examples are machine or as-
sembler language.
MACHINE LANGUAGE: The set of binary codes (expressed
in Vs and 0's) that represent instructions that can be
directly executed by a processor.
MEGA (M): A prefix for million; hence 1 megabyte equals
one million bytes.
MENU: A list of alternative actions displayed on the
terminal screen for selection by the user.
MICROCOMPUTER: A small but complete microproces-
sor-based computer system, including a central pro-
cessing unit (CPU), input-output (I/O) interfaces, and a
power supply.
MICROPROCESSOR: A complete processor (an arith-
metic logic unit (ALU) and a control unit) on a single
large-scale integrated circuit chip.
MODEM: MOdulator-DEModulator, a device that trans-
forms a computer's electrical pulses into audible tones
for transmission over a telephone line to another com-
puter. A modem also receives incoming tones and
transforms them into electrical signals that can be pro-
cessed and stored by the computer.
OPERATING SYSTEM: A collection of programs for op-
erating a computer. The operating system performs such
"housekeeping" tasks as controlling the transfer of data
between the computer and its peripheral devices and
accepting and interpreting information entered from
the keyboard.
OUTPUT: (7) Any processed information coming out of
a computer via any medium (such as a printer or a CRT
screen); (2) the act of transferring information to these
media.
PACKAGED SOFTWARE: A program marketed for general
use, unadapted to any particular installation.
PASCAL: A programming language developed in the early
1970s for teaching computer programming as a system-
atic discipline. It allows for more reliable and complex
program development than many of the other lan-
guages.
PORTABILITY: The property of software that permits its
use on a variety of different computers.
PROGRAM: A sequence of instructions directing a com-
puter to perform a particular function; a statement of
an algorithm in a programming language.
PROGRAM ERROR: Any mistake or problem in a com-
puter program that keeps the computer from perform-
ing the proper computations.
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE: A set of words and rules
that constitutes a language understood by the computer
and the programmer alike. See high-level language and
/ow-/eve/ language.
RAM: Random Access Memory, the type of memory that
serves as the computer's "scratch pad." The contents
of random-access memory can be changed by action of
the computer. Information is usually transferred into
RAM from a permanent storage medium. Compare
ROM.
READ: To accept data from a disk, card, tape, keyboard,
or other device for storage or processing.
RECORD: A collection of data items that are stored on a
disk or other medium and that may be recalled as a
unit. Records may be of fixed or variable length. One
or more records usually make up a data file.
RELEASE: A particular version of a program. Because most
programs are updated frequently, the most recent ver-
sion can be significantly different from previous ones.
ROM: Read-Only Memory, a type of memory that con-
tains fixed data or instructions that are permanently
loaded during the manufacturing process. A computer
can use the data in a read-only memory but cannot
change it. Compare RAM.
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SOFTWARE: A general term for computer programs and
documentation.
SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE: The adjustment of an ex-
isting program to allow acceptance of new tasks or
conditions (for example, a new category of payroll
deduction) or to correct previously undiscovered errors
detected by users.
SOURCE CODE: The humanly readable computer com-
mands written in a programming language. It requires
an interpreter or compiler. It is sometimes referred to
as a source program.
STORAGE: The general term for any device that is capable
of holding data that will be retrieved later.
SYSTEM: A term that usually refers to a group of related
hardware and software items designed to meet a specific
need.
TASK: A program in execution.
TEMPLATE: The information that is typed into an elec-
tronic spreadsheet program by the user. After it has
been entered, this information is usually stored as a file
on a disk. In this case, the disk file name and the
template name are usually the same.
THROUGHPUT: A measure of the amount of work that
can be accomplished by the computer in a given period
of time.
TURNKEY VENDOR: One who provides a complete sys-
tem including the computer, software, training, instal-
lation, and support.
USER FRIENDLY: Hardware and software that is designed
to assist the user by being scaled to human dimensions,
or by being self-instructing, error-proof, and generally
easy to use.
WORD: A unit of data or the set of characters that
occupies one storage location. In microcomputing, a
character, word, and byte are interchangeable. In most
minicomputers, a word is equal to two bytes.
WORD PROCESSOR: A text editing system for electron-
ically writing, formatting, and storing letters, reports,
books, and other written materials before they are
printed.
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SOFTWARE EVALUATION AID
Instructions: This form is designed to help summarize your results as you evaluate different agricultural
software packages. Make extra copies of the form and use one copy for each software package you evaluate.
Fill in each section of the form as you conduct your evaluation, following the procedure described in this
circular.
The form consists of four sections. The first provides a place to record basic information about the software
and the supplier. The other three sections list important features of the documentation, the supplier support,
and the program. A range of scores is given for each feature. As you evaluate the software, enter a score
within the range indicated. The largest number in the range is the best score, the lowest is the poorest. For
example, if the score range for a particular feature is from 1 to 15, a score of 1 indicates that the software
is very weak in this feature, whereas a 15 indicates that it is excellent.
When you have completed your evaluation, add up the scores for each of the three sections. The maximum
total score for each section is 100 points. Then add the scores for the three sections together and divide
the total by 3. The result is the average software rating, a composite score that indicates the overall quality
of the software. This rating can be used to compare different software packages.
Name of software package-
Supplier's name and address.
Contact person- Telephone.
Purpose of software-
Hardware required-
Operating system and programming language-
Other requirementS-
Date of first installation. CosL
I. DOCUMENTATION
Feature
1. Overview
2. Tutorial section
3. Summary of commands
4. Troubleshooting guide
5. Technical section
6. Table of contents and index
Documentation Total (add scores for features 1 through 6)
Score range
1-10
1-30
1-15
1-25
1-10
1-10
Evaluation score
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II. SUPPLIER SUPPORT
Feature Score range Evaluation score
1. Telephone hotline 1-20
2. Warranty 1-20
3. Low-cost backup copies 1-15
4. Low-cost updates 1-15
5. Training 1-10
6. Local dealer service 1-10
7. Newsletter and seminars 1-10
Vendor Support Total (add scores for features 1 through 7)
III. APPLICATION PROGRAM
Feature Score range Evaluation score
1. Use of menus and prompts 1-10
2. Error handling 1-15
3. Program accuracy 1-15
4. Operating speed 1-10
5. Printout options 1-10
6. Ease of use 1-15
7. Ease of modification 1-10
8. Conformity with agricultural standards 1-15
Application Program Total (add scores for features 1 through 8)
SUMMARY
I. Documentation total*
II. Supplier support total*
III. Application program total*
Grand Total (sum of I, II, and III)
Average Software Rating (divide grand total by 3)
*lf the total number of points in any of these three major categories is less than 50, the product should
probably be eliminated from the selection process.
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SOFTWARE SUPPLIER QUESTIONNAIRE
Supplier's name and address
Contact person Telephone
1. How long has your company been in business?
List several references:
2. List five current customers using your farm application software. Give names, addresses, and telephone
numbers.
3. Can the user's manual or a demonstration version of the program be acquired before purchasing the
software? What is the cost?
4. Describe your software warranties. Will you replace defective disks and correct program bugs without
charge? For how long after sale of the software?
5. Do you offer training on the farm? If so, what type of training do you provide? How long does it take?
Is it free or do you charge for this service?
6. Do you provide a telephone hotline that the user can call for expert assistance and information?
7. Do you have a programmer on your staff to maintain and modify your software packages? How much
do modifications cost?
8. What is your policy on the cost of software updates? Does the purchaser receive them automatically?
Is there any charge?
9. Will you include the terms of your software proposal in a written contract?
10. Do you provide a newsletter or user seminars and workshops?
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